USING MIRACLE WITH PETS AND IN THE GARDEN
Gardeners: TO KILL INSECTS ON PLANTS ... Add 5-10ml Soap to 500ml spray bottle of water or 40-60 ml Soap per
4.5 ltr of water and spray on plant. Use the same formula for ants, wasps, cock roaches, and spiders. Everyone has
reported great results. Users of Miracle II said they stopped having bug problems in 30 days.
Citrus Trees Blight: Spray Neutralizer on trees. Try this on any tree, bush, flower or garden plant. Add 60ml of
Neutraliser per 4.5 ltr of water, foliage feed, every 7 days for supernatural growth and production.
Fleas and Ticks: Use soap sparingly as it will make too many suds. Shampoo the dog and cat with Soap suds for few
minutes and rinse and dry. Then spray Neutralizer and let dry. You will never use anything else. It will not harm their
eyes. Heals rashes and cuts on dogs, cats and horses.
Litter Box: Spray with Neutralizer. This will take the odour away.
General animal health: Use the Neutralizer Liquid and add a few drops in their water, spray their eyes, mouth, ears.
If poisoned or bitten administer Neutralizer Liquid internally and spray Neutralizer with an atomizer bottle.
Horses: put the gel on their sores, sprains and injuries, Neutralizer gel is a wonderful healer for horses hooves and
works fast too.
Moisturizing animal skin: If needing moisturizing as many animals’ skin do use the Skin Moisturizer as well as or
instead of the Neutralizer Gel.
Miracle II Products disclaimer
All information contained in this document, including information relating to medical and health conditions, products and treatments is for
informational purposes only It is not meant to be a substitute for the advice provided by your own health professional or any information
contained on or in any product packaging or labels.
You should not use the information contained on the side for diagnosing or treating a health problem or disease or prescribing any medication.
You should carefully read all information provided by the manufacturers of the products on or in the product packaging and labels before using
any product purchased .You should always consult your doctor or medical adviser.

